
The Heswall Society

Regeneration and Environment, Town Hall, Wallasey.

Dear Mrs Parker,

1Sth May 2016

APP/I6/00422
Land Adjacent to St Peters CE Primary School, THURSTASTON ROAD,
HESWALL, CH6O 4SA
Proposed erection of 5 no. residential units, additional unit and re-design of
APPI1 UOl 341 [Approved]

Thank you for consulting The Heswall Society on this application which was
discussed at our recent meeting. Members are most concerned by the potential
impact of the proposed development. They resolved to object to the application
because of its impact on the Heswall Lower Village Conservation Area (CA
hereafter) and because of highway issues. The reasons are as follows:-

1 West Grove

1.1 West Grove is one of the original Heswall Village lanes, pre-dating both Dee
View Road and that part of Thurstaston Road which cuts across the front of the
application site and St Peter's School. Members are appalled at the prospect of
the changes to this historic lane which are being proposed.

1.2 Wirral UDP Policy CH14 identifies the principal planning objectives forthe area.
CH14(iii) states the need to retain unifying leatures such as stone Walls, the
character of narrow lanes such as School Hill, Brow Lane, West Grove and Feather
Lane and areas of mature landscaping.

1.3 SPG28 para 3.11 says "Despite development as a residential area, a number
of narrow lanes and paths, sometimes unmade and unadopted, survive and testify
to the former rural character of the area. These include School Hill, Brow lane,
West Grove and ,Feather Lane, which continue to make an important contribution to
the character of the Conservation Area."



1.4 The un-metalled surface of West Grove is important to its character as are the
high hedging and trees which also mark the historic lane as seen from Thurstaston
Road. The natural form and spread of the landscaping adds to its character.

1.5 ln addition to the above West Grove is a definitive footpath; it is used by
walkers and was identified on the Wirral MBC "Walk Wirral" Maps (South West
Wirral Map) first published in 1997.

1.6 From Thurstaston Road, West Grove
is approached via a narrow unmade
entrance and still has the character of a
traditional farm lane. On the right hand
side is a high sandstone wall bordered by
trees and hedging on both sides which are
important to the local landscape character;
on the left hand side is a transformer
station occupying the site of the former
"pinfold" for stray animals. Between that
building and Thurstaston Road is a small
triangle of land currently in the course of
being tidied and planted by the local
community.

1.7 Beyond the end of the sandstone wall
the right hand side continues to be
bordered by trees and mixed species
hedge. On the left hand side is the long
garden wall and hedge to Laburnum
Cottage with Laburnum Cottage itself also
bordering the lane up to the point at which

the lane turns sharp right. This is the end
cottage of a small row which can be viewed in the photograph in para 5.1.2 of the
CAAppraisal and Management Plan The row of cottages is described as:-

"Local vernacular cottages - These are mainly C19th low 2 storey buildings of stone
with slate roofs. ln some cases they have been painted or rendered to mach the
fashion for light colouring .... The example on the right is a small row of cottages
towards the top end of Thurstaston Road with access to both that road and Dee
View Road, set back behind high hedges and not very prominent."
The length of gardens should also be noted.

1.8 Table A of the Appendix to the Appraisal (page 35) records spar-rendered
Laburnum Cottage as much extended but good and contribution A - (critical to the
character of the area). The other cottages in the row are also in category A. Also
shown in the photograph overleaf.



1.9 Turning in a south easterly direction at Laburnum Cottage, the application site
continues to have trees and mixed hedging along its boundary; beyond the opening
to the former nursery this changes to a low managed holly hedge and is followed by
St Peter's School, which is classified as detrimental to the character of the CA.
Beyond St Peter's School is the former school building, later Richmond Hall, which
is now being converted to a dwelling in a manner which enhances its contribution to
the CA (categorised as critical to the area).

1.10 The existing, approved application, prepared by Paterson Macaulay & Owens,
Chartered Architects, recognised the importance of West Grove and its Heritage
Statement included the following reference to UDP Policy CH14 in support of that
original proposal:

1.11 ln addition, the approved drawings contained the notes "Existing mixed
species hedge to the side along West Grove to be thinned and maintained";
"Existing mixed species hedge to the rear garden along West Grove to be
maintained"; "Existing rear access to be closed off".



1.12 Whereas the approved application recognised the importance of retaining the
character and enhancing the unitying feature of West Grove, including its hedges,
the current application fails to do this. The Heritage Statement accompanying the
current application does not refer to this "principal planning objective for the area".
The proposal breaches the hedging onto West Grove at three points (including the
creation of a visually harmful bin store), removes the hedging along the sandstone
wall and removes some eight trees. The bin store could, of course, be removed
from the lane but the remaining design, with its opening up of the hedge, its road
surfacing and the close proximity of the three houses would harm this feature of the
CA and be in a total conflict with the principles behind the council's planning policy
(and the original approved design).

1.13 Although the application drawings make no reference to surfacing West Grove
the "Design and Heritage Statement" suggests that nVest Grove has an unmetalled
surface and so will be resurfaced along that section which directly abuts the site".
This would harm the character of the lane.

1.14 Additionally it should be noted that there would now be three houses along
this section of West Grove (instead of two) and that they would come closer to the
lane, with further harmful impact.

1.15 The application site lies between Laburnum Cottage (critical to the character"
and St Peter's School (harmful to the CA) with Richmond Hall (critical to the CA)
beyond. lf the recognised attributes and positive contribution of West Grove to the
CA are to be secured, particular care must be taken with the application site to
create a design which enhances the CA, rather than damaging it and adding to the
unsatisfactory contribution of the school, which one hopes one day may be
enhanced. The approved application succeeds in this; this application fails on
many fronts for the reasons explained above.

2 Thurstaston Road

2.1 One of the key internal views noted on the plan in para 3.3.2 of the CA
Appraisal looks up Thurstaston Road near West Grove.

2.2 The character of this part of Thurstaston Road is its openness with the long
gardens of the cottages on the corner with Dee View Road, the application site,
then the school, which is also set well back. There then follows the narrow rock
cutting and entry point to the Lower Village centre. This distinctive contrast
between the open approaches and the narrow entry point to the heart of the village
is an essential part of the character of the CA. Para 3,7 of the SPG for Heswall
Lower Village CA says - 'At the northern end of the village, as Thurstaston Road
drops into the village the combination of high walls and the trees and other



vegetation closes in on the road and gives a role as a visual "Gateway" to the
village.'

2.3 The proposed design does not respond to the existing layout of the area. lt
would see two dwellings at the south west of the site having their front elevations
and entrances facing north east and presenting their rear elevations to Thurstatson
Road. They would be isolated from the road by a hedge. The closest of these
dwellings would approach to within about 4 metres of the road - out of keeping with
the openness presented by the cottages and the school to either side and
dominating Thurstaston Road.

2.4 This pattern of development would be foreign to the area and the development
would be isolated from the main pedestrian route to the Heswall Lower Village.
Buildings which present their backs to public space are conducive to the creation of
high hedges or walls. Such arrangements also lack clear entrances to the
detriment of the public realm and are generally regarded as unsatisfactory.

2.5 The proposed house on the corner of the entrance to the school would
approach closer to Thurstaston Road than that proposed in the approved
application. ln addition to presenting its rear elevation to Thurstaston Road it
would present a long side elevation along the approach to the school. This side
elevation would have its two storey element closest to Thurstaston Road and its
single storey element furthest from the road, reinforcing the back to front
orientation. The CA appraisal already notes (para 3.4.71that some redesign of the
the approach from Thurstaston Road to make the site (of the school) seem less
forbidding is desirable. ln our view the propose long side elevation on the
approach to the school would increase rather than mitigate this effect. This side
elevation would also present itself to the general public walking up from the Lower
Village and its mass would be harmful, as would its lack of detail, interest and
landscaping.

3 Access and services

3.1 Accompanying this letter is a letter prepared by Mr Colin G Simpson C.Eng,
MICE, MCIHI BTebh whom the Society has asked to provide an independent view
of the highway implications of the proposed development. Mr Simpson's detailed
statement identifies a number of concerns and concludes'West Grove is
considered unsuitable to cater for any additionaltraffic due to its restricted width,
alignment and poor road surface. The proposed development is likely to generate
additional vehicular traffic and these additional traffic movements will be detrimental
to the primary uses of the byway. Visibility available to motorists, both within the
length of West Grove and at the junctions at each end is considered sub-standard.
I recommend that the planning application be refused on the grounds of highway
safety."



3.2 The applicant puts forward that this current application stems from concerns
with the safety of the arrangement in the approved application. The highway
arrangement in the approved scheme comprised a new access onto the highway
which was approved subject to certain conditions and which one has to assume
met current design standards in order to be approved. The arrangement now
proposed would use an old junction, not designed to modern standards, which Mr
Simpson suggests is sub-standard.

3.3 Mr Simpson has, of course, presented a detailed professional analysis of the
highway implications of the proposal. The Society would wish to add some
contextual comments which lie outside his brief. We would draw attention to the
bend on the downhill approach to the junction from Dee View Road; to the
complexity of markings in the vicinity of West Grove (the bus stop across the end of
the lane, the zig zag parking restriction which continues from the bus stop, the
double yellow lines); the narrow footpaths. We would invite you to picture large
delivery vans entering or leaving via West Grove or having to reverse to make way
for other vehicles as they pass along the lane; we would invite you to consider the
children and parents going to and from the school and nursery via West Grove and
other pedestrians trying to use this shared space.

4 Conclusion

4.1 The NPPF (para 63) says ln determining applications, "Permission should be refused
for development of poor design that fails to take the opportunities available for improving
the character and quality of an area and the way it functions".

4.2 atalso says (para137) LPAs should look for opportunities for new development within
CAs and World Heritage Sites and within the sefting of heritage assets to enhance or
better reveal their significance. Proposals that preserve those elements of the setting that
make a positive contribution to or better reveal the significance of the asset should be
treated favourably.

4.3 This application simply does not recognise the heritage characteristics and policy
relating to this part of the CA and the importance of West Grove. lt is a poor design which
does not maintain, let alone take the opportunities, to improve the character of the area
and the way it functions and does not make a positive contribution to the CA.

4.4 By creating permanent openings in the hedge and removing trees and imposing a
metalled surface the character of this historic and unique CA lane is inevocably damaged.

4.5 lt introduces an arangement whereby the houses along Thurstaston Road are
isolated from it and 'back to front".

4.6 The combination of scale and proximity of buildings to both West Grove and
Thurstaston Road is harmful.

4.7 This design does not meet the criteria set down in:-



UDP Policy CH2 (i) - need to preserve or enhance the distinctive characteristics of the
area, including important views into and out of the designated area;
or CH2 (ii) - need to preserve or enhane,e the general design and layout of the area,
including the relationship between its buildings, structures, trees and characteristic open
spaces;
Nor does it meet the requirements of UDP Policy CH14(iii) - "retain unifying features such
as .... the character of nanow lanes such as .... West Grove".

It fails to meet the requirements of UDP HS4 (i) (ii) (iv) and the rear facing houses do not
comply with HS4(v)

4.8 Turning to the highway implications, Mr Colin Simpson recommends refusal of the
application and I would also link his report to HS4(iii) access and services being capable of
satisfactory provision, particularly for off-street car parking areas and garages, and
adequate vehicular access.

This is an application which conflicts with policy on many fronts and I would ask that
permission be refused.

Yours sincerely,

Dennis Clegg, The Heswall Society.


